The 2007 Import and Export Market for Raw Cane Sugar in United Kingdom

On the demand side, exporters and strategic planners focusing on raw cane sugar in United
Kingdom face a number of questions. Which countries are supplying raw cane sugar to United
Kingdom? How important is United Kingdom compared to others in terms of the entire global
and regional market? How much do the imports of raw cane sugar vary from one country of
origin to another in United Kingdom? On the supply side, United Kingdom also exports raw
cane sugar. Which countries receive the most exports from United Kingdom? How are these
exports concentrated across buyers? What is the value of these exports and which countries are
the largest buyers? This report was created for strategic planners, international marketing
executives and import/export managers who are concerned with the market for raw cane sugar
in United Kingdom. With the globalization of this market, managers can no longer be
contented with a local view. Nor can managers be contented with out-of-date statistics which
appear several years after the fact. I have developed a methodology, based on macroeconomic
and trade models, to estimate the market for raw cane sugar for those countries serving United
Kingdom via exports, or supplying from United Kingdom via imports. It does so for the
current year based on a variety of key historical indicators and econometric models. In what
follows, Chapter 2 begins by summarizing where United Kingdom fits into the world market
for imported and exported raw cane sugar. The total level of imports and exports on a
worldwide basis, and those for United Kingdom in particular, is estimated using a model
which aggregates across over 150 key country markets and projects these to the current year.
From there, each country represents a percent of the world market. This market is served from
a number of competitive countries of origin. Based on both demand- and supply-side
dynamics, market shares by country of origin are then calculated across each country market
destination. These shares lead to a volume of import and export values for each country and
are aggregated to regional and world totals. In doing so, we are able to obtain maximum
likelihood estimates of both the value of each market and the share that United Kingdom is
likely to receive this year. From these figures, rankings are calculated to allow managers to
prioritize United Kingdom compared to other major country markets. In this way, all the
figures provided in this report are forecasts that can be combined with internal information
sources for strategic planning purposes.
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Non-EU imports from tropical countries include raw cane sugar in bulk for UK . generally
packaged for export at source into bulk bags or retail packs. . established itself as an important
player in the UK market and it imports Interestingly in Syral, the starch subsidiary of Tereos,
acquired the former Tate & Lyle.
Sugar Production, Consumption, Imports, and Carry-over Stocks in Importing . is projected
that Mexican exports to the United States will continue to be near the World sugar price fell to
$/lb in late and $/lb by early due Mills convert sugarcane into raw sugar which is shipped to
refineries for further. 4 Sugar Production, Consumption, Imports, and Carry-over Stocks .
Mills convert sugarcane into raw sugar which is shipped to refineries for further . allowed to
export , metric tons of sugar to the United States, and its exports to the. Mills convert
sugarcane into raw sugar which is shipped to refineries for further . export , metric tons of
sugar to the United States, and its exports to the .. World Sugar Imports by Country, Asian
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Countries. the balance of the Community's market is threatened. Customs will R/ Annex 2
Part 1C.. R/ . If the sugar has been imported to/exported from the UK you can arrange for the
verification of .. Cane or beet sugar and chemically pure sucrose, in solid form: Raw sugar not
containing added flavouring or.
Table 20 Importing markets for NCS exported (Average value Non- centrifugal sugar (NCS),
the technical denomination used by the United . scriptures of the Ayurvedic medicine of India
states that jaggery purifies .. Product: Raw cane sugar (excl. added flavouring or colouring):
Cane jaggery. increase allows British sugar processors to capture market share ahead of the
Brexit. year old EU sugar production quota regime and export limits. .. of demand being filled
by imports of mainly raw cane sugar by EU. In this year, Latin America and the Caribbean
was the largest market for the import of cane and beet sugar into the United Kingdom, with an
import value of. Pre-reform EU. When it was created in , the main purpose of the Common
Market , the UK imported annually about 2 millions tonnes of raw sugar under the British
those paid by the EU to the ACP exporters triggered export refunds charged . The post-reform
situation cane be illustrated by the following table.
APPENDIX B: United States Sugar Program Marketing Allotments. Raw Sugar Import
Quotas and Imports, . potentially successful export. .. From to , beet prices have been higher
than sugar cane prices on a per. national beet sugar production at million short tons, raw value
(STRV). The USDA projects cane sugar production at million STRV. Other USDA import
programs include the Refined Sugar Re-export .. (recorded in FY when they entered the
United States) are estimated at about.
Tariff Schedule (HTS) of the United States will be modified in For sugar Centrifugal raw cane
sugar constitutes codes within HTS . under the U.S. Refined Sugar Re-Export import program,
used primarily in Mexico's . 1/ 1/. 1, metric tons, raw value. In a reform of the sugar market
was approved in order to align it with the . by growers, or refined using imported raw sugar
made from sugar cane. . to one more campaign of subsidised exports for /08 and it was not
until as from 26 . such as increases in sugar beet yields in Spain and the United Kingdom and.
IMPORT VOLUMES OF CANE SUGAR FROM THE WORLD exported to markets in
Africa, Asia and United States of America. . The area under cane production in SA between
/07 and /08 has remained constant at . Figure 4 illustrates raw sugar cane exports from South
Africa to different regions of the world. markets. Raw and refined sugar markets are generally
characterized by significant and prices, tariffs, import quotas and export subsidies. sugar from
both cane and beet crops.2 Sugarcane, on average, accounts for 75 to 80 Sugar output in the
United States, China and Pakistan is derived from both sugarbeet and.
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